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Key Traits Of
Resilient Entrepreneurs

F

or more than four decades, the Arkansas
Small Business and Technology
Development Center has helped
Arkansans start and grow small businesses.
In 2020, the coronavirus pandemic brought
both challenges and opportunities, testing
businesses in unprecedented ways. What does it
take to withstand and recover from unexpected
circumstances?
Resilience does not eliminate setbacks or challenges, nor does it erase
the pain or sense of loss. Resilience helps us cope and move forward in a
time of crisis.
For entrepreneurs starting new ventures, or business owners fighting
hard to make it through a crisis, here are some key traits that will serve you
well on your journey.

Agility

Be ready to quickly adapt or change your business model in response to
market trends. Be nimble and rely on customer feedback to tweak and
continuously improve your product or service and customer experience.

Innovation

Offer new products, look at new markets, make the shift from brick-andmortar only to online, or alter the way you deliver your goods. Reserve a
portion of your business to experiment with something new.

Forward Thinking

Take time to think. Strategic leaders analyze market trends, are proactive
and consider the consequences of their decision-making. Keep looking
ahead even while navigating a storm.

Empathy

Be a good listener and look at things from the perspective of others. Show
compassion,
respect and understanding for your customers and your team.
ow your numbers.
A common mistake is underestimating
s while overprojecting
sales. Make is
sureatokey
budget
for all of
youremployee engagement, and companies that
Empathy
driver
s and develop realistic financial projections.
display empathy are known to generate higher earnings.

cautious. Everything will cost more and take longer than

atcontracts
whichorbusiness
owners have to make decisions and manage
imagine. Secure fundingThe
beforepace
you sign
lease
ements, pay licenses and
fees, or otherwise
obligate yourself.
Don’t
change
will continue
to accelerate.
ASBTDC has an experienced team of
n too big a hurry. Growing too fast and taking on too much can
professionals
across
the
state
ready
to guide and support you.
you out of business just as quickly as not growing at all.
Through
our
Business
Recovery
Services,
we can assist with projects
lize resources like the Arkansas Small Business
related to e-commerce,
digital marketing, accounting, human resources,
d Technology Development
Center. A consultant
m your local ASBTDC can help you develop sound plans for
cybersecurity and more that can make your business more resilient.
y aspect of your venture, whether a startup or expansion.
Call
on us. tailored
We are
here
to help.
SBTDC can also provide
personalized,
market
research

analysis based on your unique needs.

Want to wing it? That’s your (risky) business.
Want a plan? One that’s realistic, data-driven, and thorough,
flexible and as bold as you are? ASBTDC is here to help.

Laura Fine
State Director
Arkansas Small Business and Technology Development Center

he Arkansas Small Business and Technology Development Center is funded in part
gh a cooperative agreement with the U.S. Small Business Administration through
tnership with the University of Arkansas at Little Rock College of Business and
institutions of higher education. All ASBTDC programs are extended to the public
non-discriminatory basis.
SBTDC assists new, existing, and innovation-based small businesses.
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Success Stories
Are All Around You

W

e all see hundreds of opportunities
in our lifetime, success comes from
having the courage and sense to
choose the right ones.
I grew up on the north side of the tracks in
Jonesboro. My family didn’t have a lot of material
things that others had, and it motivated me to
want more in life.
I got the opportunity to hear Kimmons Wilson
speak in college. Mr. Wilson was the founder of
Holiday Inn. Hearing his story fueled my motivation even more.
My family had a mobile home lot and I was taking credit applications
and selling mobile homes when I was 13 years old. I later took that
experience and built my own mobile home business. I went from selling
mobile homes to manufacturing them. When I finally sold that business I
thought I was financially set.
Then another opportunity came along. I joined a bank board and
eventually that story led to me starting my own bank in Conway. I set out
to build a small bank for family and friends and today it’s a $16 billion bank
and is listed among Forbes Best Banks in both America and the world.
I came to Conway with $120 in my pocket, paid my rent by the week and
ate bologna sandwiches. You can be what you want to be, it just takes some
dedication.
The drivers behind a successful entrepreneur include: seizing the
opportunities, having a mentor to learn from, having a good banker, never
giving up, having a strong work ethic and surrounding yourself with a
strong team. Success doesn’t always mean working harder, but working
smarter, and this can be achieved by building a circle of trusted leaders in
your company that you can rely on.
As a banker I get to witness many of our customers realize their dream
of owning a small business. I have enjoyed many successes in my career
and now truly enjoy watching the success of others.
I wish you luck in the pursuit of your dreams.
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A business begins with a good idea,
neurship
but it takes much more to turn
it into a reality. An entrepreneur
must make a range of decisions
governing everything from
financing to office space, but there
is no time like now to take the first
steps toward setting up shop.

neurship

neurship
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Nothing Ventured,
Nothing Gained

S

tarting a business and keeping it going requires a leap of
faith. As the familiar adage implies, any business venture
involves a bit of risk.
Even if you are confident in your idea and yourself – and what
entrepreneur isn’t? – the best way to increase your odds is planning.
Whether you call it business planning or strategic planning, the goal
is the same: To identify where you want to go and how to get there.
Failing to plan can lead to costly wrong turns and missed
opportunities. As you plan, here are recommendations to keep
in mind:

Focus on the customer. Business planning should always
start with data and research, including customer insight, market
intelligence, and industry trends.
Without customers, you cannot have a business. As a business
owner, you have to know your customers – who they are, where
they are, and what you need to do to attract and retain them.
Think about how you create value for your customers, what need
or problem your product/service fills, and how you will distinguish
yourself from the competition.

Communicati
for Small
Know your numbers. A common mistakeKey
is underestimating
costs while overprojecting sales. Make sure to budget for all your
ideas and develop realistic financial projections. in Good, Bad

A
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too much
can Administration
Business
put you out of business just as quickly as not growing atbut
all.the pursuit of financing b
COVID-19 pandemic, when m
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business loans.
from your local ASBTDC can help you develop sound plans for
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every aspect of your venture, whether a startup or expansion.
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employees were paid.
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Be Willing to Change
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preneurship

7 Tips for Turning Your
Side Hustle Into a Business
Who can guess how many great ideas have never seen the light of day because of poor planning?
In today’s startup culture, ideas abound, but turning a napkin sketch into a money-making business

preneurship
requires advance thinking, effort and deliberate steps. Here are seven tips to follow as you move
from the lightbulb over your head to turning on the lights of your new business.

TREAT IT LIKE
A BUSINESS

BASE BEFORE DEBT

Build your customer base and
position your product or service
before taking on any debt. Once
you start getting a
positive response
in the market for
your products/
services, and you can
easily recognize your
target market,
then identify the
capital needed
to fund a larger
operation.

It’s not a hobby. You should
set normal working hours for
yourself, even if those hours
are evenings and weekends.
Every week, focus
preneurship
those hours only on
income-producing
activities. Don’t do
any task that doesn’t
lead to possible income
during that time.

ACT LIKE
THE
BUSINESS
YOU
WANT
TO
BECOME

Do not give away your
services. Expect to be paid
for your time and effort. Be
sure everything about your
side business has professional
polish, including business
cards, invoices, website, social
media, emails and even how
you answer your phone.
8
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REMEMBER
THE CUSTOMER

“Always start with the
customer,” says Heather
Robinette, ASBTDC
entrepreneurial services
manager. “Focus on how
you solve the
customer's
problem
and
add value.
Research
your target
customer,
then use that
information
to drive your decisionmaking."

DO YOUR
HOMEWORK

Market research is invaluable
if you want to grow. Who
are the customers? What do
they have in common? How
many target customers are
in your trade area? Why will
your target customer choose
your product or service? Let
what you learn drive your
decisions as you build your
business plan.

Sources: Arkansas Small
Business and Technology
Development Center,
entrepreneur.com

“(Conduct) thorough
research and thorough
analysis about the state
of the industry, the
market, and the required
resources that will help
you efficiently maneuver
all the complications that
running a business has,” says
consultant Eileen Devereux
Dailey, of the Arkansas Small
Business and Technology
Development Center
(ASBTDC).

KEEP YOUR
DAY JOB

PLAN

A problem identified
and solved during the
planning process is
a problem avoided
in the growth phase.
This includes financial
planning. The more
thorough your market
research and financial
plan, the better
chance you have of
securing investments.

While growing
a side
business,
you may
need the
income and
security of
a regular job
longer than you think,
and you should give your
day job your full attention
during business hours.
According to a survey of
400 entrepreneurs, 19
months was the average
length of time spent
running a side business
before leaving their fulltime job. (Source: The 2019
Hiscox Side Hustle Small
Business Survey)

RE
RE
RE
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preneurship

Small Business Funding
and Financing Glossary

If you’re thinking about starting a business, you want to make improvements or expand
your existing business, or you just need money to get through a lean stretch, here is a
preneurship
glossary of funding options to help you find what’s suitable for your specific needs.
ANGEL INVESTORS

Many think that angel
investors and venture
capitalists (VCs) are
the same, but there
is a major difference.
While VCs are companies (usually
large and established) that invest
preneurship
in a business by trading equity
for capital, an angel investor is an
individual who is more likely to invest
in a startup or early-stage business
that may not have the demonstrable
growth a VC would want.

CONVERTIBLE DEBT
Convertible debt is when a business
borrows money from an investor or
investor group and the collective
agreement is to convert the debt
to equity in the future. Convertible
debt can be a way to finance both
a startup and a small business, but
the borrower has to be comfortable
with releasing some control of
the business to an investor. These
investors are guaranteed some set
rate of return each year until a set
date or an action occurs that triggers
an option to convert.

CROWDFUNDING
Crowdfunding on
platforms such as
Kickstarter and
Indiegogo can give
a financial boost to
small businesses. These platforms
allow businesses to pool small
investments from several investors

10
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instead of
seeking
out a single
investment
source. It is
important to
read the fine print of different equity
crowdfunding platforms before
choosing one. Some platforms
have payment processing fees or
require businesses to raise their full
financial goal to keep any of the
money raised. Best for business-toconsumer startup businesses.

EQUIPMENT
FINANCING
One of the easiest
ways of getting a loan
with bad credit. Most businesses
that purchase expensive equipment
can qualify, as the equipment
bought or leased with the loan
doubles as collateral. If an owner
opts for equipment financing, they
should keep the equipment in good
working condition and avoid using
the loan on equipment that will
soon become obsolete. Otherwise,
payments are made on useless
equipment.

FACTORING/
INVOICE
ADVANCES
With factoring, a
service provider
fronts the small business the money
on invoices that have been billed
out, which the business repays
once the customer settles the bill.

This way, the small business has the
cash flow it needs to keep running
while waiting for customers to pay
their outstanding invoices. These
advances allow companies to close
the pay gap between billed work
and payments to suppliers and
contractors. Best for business owners
who invoice their customers.

GRANTS
Businesses
focused on
science or
research may
receive grants
from the government. The U.S.
Small Business Administration (SBA)
offers grants through the Small
Business Innovation Research and
Small Business Technology Transfer
programs. Recipients of these grants
must meet federal research and
development goals and have high
potential for commercialization.
Best for mission oriented startup
businesses.

MERCHANT CASH ADVANCES
A merchant cash advance is the
opposite of a small business loan
in terms of
affordability
and structure.
While this is a
quick way to
obtain capital,
cash advances
should be a last resort because of
their high cost. A financial provider
extends a lump-sum amount of

financing and then buys the rights
to a portion of the small business’
credit and debit card sales, taking
a small cut of each sale until the
advance is paid back. If an entity
can't qualify for a small business
loan or any other options, only then
should merchant cash advances be
considered.

PARTNER FINANCING
With strategic partner financing,
another player within an industry
funds the growth
in exchange for
special access to the
business product,
staff, distribution
rights, ultimate sale
or some combination
of those items.
Partner financing is
a good alternative
because the company a small
business owner partners with is
usually a large business and may
even be in a similar industry or
an industry with an interest in the
startup business.

PEER-TO-PEER OR
MARKETPLACE LENDING
Peer-to-peer
(P2P) lending
is an option for
raising capital
that uses websites
to connect
borrowers with
lenders. Lending
Club and Prosper
are two of the most notable P2P
lending platforms in the U.S. This
form of lending, made possible
by the internet, is a hybrid of
crowdfunding and marketplace
lending. When platform lending
first hit the market, it allowed
people with little working capital
to give loans to peers. Years later,
major corporations and banks
began crowding out true P2P
lenders with increased activity.

SMALL BUSINESS
LINE OF CREDIT
Like a loan, an unsecured line of
credit provides a business with
access to money that can be used
to address any business expense
that arises. Unlike a small business
loan, there is
no lump-sum
disbursement
made at account
opening
that requires
a monthly
payment. Interest
begins to accumulate once a
business owner draws funds,
and the amount paid (except for
interest) is again available to be
borrowed as the owner pays down
the balance. As with a credit card,
the lender will set a limit on the
amount allowed to borrow. Most
businesses use these funds for
operational expenses like supplies
and payroll or for increasing
inventory. Cyclical businesses often
rely on an unsecured line of credit
as a source of off-season working
capital. An unsecured line of credit
is not designated for a specific
purpose or purchase. Best for
small businesses looking for ways
to better manage cash flow.

VENTURE CAPITALISTS
Venture capitalists
(VCs) are outside
groups that take
part ownership
of a company
in exchange
for capital. The
percentages
of ownership
to capital are negotiable and
usually based on a company's
valuation. The benefits of a VC are
not all financial. The relationship
a business establishes with a VC
can provide an abundance of
knowledge, industry connections
and a clear direction for the
business.

Sources: businessnewsdaily.com, business.org, fundera.com, Arkansas Small Business and
Technology Development Center

Know Your
Options on
SBA loans
The Small Business Administration
(SBA) helps entrepreneurs get funding
for business needs through longterm, low-cost business
loans that are often the
most desirable types of
small business funding
for owners. The SBA
is a federal agency
dedicated to helping
entrepreneurs improve
their businesses,
take advantage of
contracting opportunities and access
affordable small business funding.
The SBA itself doesn’t directly loan
money; the agency incentivizes
lenders to approve small businesses
for borrowing by guaranteeing all or
part of their loans. For lenders, that
means lower risk and higher reward.
Because SBA loans are so desirable,
a business has to meet a number of
specific requirements and go through
a lengthy application process in order
to qualify. Best for established business
owners running profitable businesses.
SBA loans include:

MICROLOANS — Microloans are

SBA loans of less than $50,000 for
business owners who need just a little
bit of funding to take the next major
step. Entrepreneurs often struggle with
getting access to smaller loans from
banks because these loan sizes aren’t
profitable for them, so SBA microloans
fill this need.

7(A) LOAN PROGRAM The 7(a) loan
program is the most common of the
SBA's various programs because it’s
the most flexible SBA loan available.
Through this program, borrowers
can access up to $5 million in small
business funding for working capital,
equipment, real estate, basic startup
costs or debt refinancing.

CDC/504 LOANS — The third type

of SBA loan, the CDC/504 loan, is for
financing the purchase of real estate or
other major fixed assets — like large
equipment, land improvements or the
costs associated with improving an
existing building.

RE
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epreneurship

Pandemic highlights concept of shared-space work environments

he most striking effect the COVID-19 pandemic had on
the traditional office is how few people went there.
epreneurship
People learned or mastered the technology that allowed
them to work remotely. Some embraced working from home while
others can’t wait to resume normal office hours. Still others are
anticipating splitting time between remote and office work.
“I think companies are really defining what kind of workforce
they have; if [an office] really is necessary,” says Maggie Hogan,
CFO at commercial real estate agency Kelley Commercial
Partners.
Speculation abounds as to what office space
will be used for and what coronavirus-related
innovations will be carried forward.
epreneurship
“I am not ready to write off traditional office
space as there are still necessities of having
employees in the same space,” says Brent
Hogan
Birch, director of the Little Rock Technology
Park. “Office space and how it’s used will do
some shape shifting, but I don’t feel like traditional office space
disappears.”
Hogan sees the traditional office evolving into a shared-space
environment where people might spend a few scheduled days a
week while working remotely during the remainder.
With this in mind, Kelley Commercial Partners, among other
companies, is expanding the idea of executive suites, which
have been around since the '60s and these days provide office
space with flexible, short-term leases and all-inclusive pricing.
Amenities can include reception areas, copy rooms, break rooms,
and conference spaces that can be shared with other tenants,
keeping startup costs and other expenses low and making them
attractive to small businesses.
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“What we’re trying to do is give people the ability to step
into a traditional lease, a three-year lease or five-year lease or
whatever,” Hogan says, “but also offering monthly space in our
executive centers and giving them really flexible leases, so with
the uncertainty of the times they're not bound to a long-term
lease if they’re maybe trying to do startups or small businesses
or that kind of thing.”
Birch says short-term leases were already trending upward
before the pandemic, which has only underscored their value to
startups.
“From a property owner standpoint, there
are naturally pros and cons to offering our level
of flexibility, but it is essential with burgeoning
tech companies,” he said.
The pandemic has proved technology will
matter more than ever. An office won’t be
Birch
functional without reliable internet connections
to accommodate people’s gadgets.
“Even before the pandemic, Wi-Fi, cloud computing, laptops,
video conferencing and smartphones were helping to make
employees more flexible about where they worked,” Birch says.
“The pandemic accelerated some of those trends, and the tech
will only grow in importance moving forward.”
The pandemic spotlighted the need for cleanliness as a safety
precaution. Expect the office of the future to continue to
embrace deep cleaning services, use HEPA or MERV air filters
and maintain hand sanitizer stations.
“There will be 360 cleaners that come in and sanitize,” Hogan
says. “I really don’t think that’s going away, and that was a new
technology.”

At FNBC, we offer expert advice and guidance for what
keeps small business owners up at night, including
growth and expansion opportunities, cash flow
concerns and more. Contact us today to find out what
makes FNBC and small businesses Better Together.

New Business Banking Center now
open at the corner of Fair Park Blvd
& Race St in Jonesboro!
Ash Flat, Highland, Cherokee Village, Mammoth Spring, Hardy,
Salem, Melbourne, Horseshoe Bend, Batesville, Mountain Home,
and now proudly serving Jonesboro!

The FNBC Small Business
Division provides resources,
programs & funding to help
small businesses thrive.

870.994.2311

NOW Pre-leasing beautiful views
in Simmons Tower
FEATURES
» Single offices or suites
» Furnished or unfurnished
» Starting at $300 per month
wi-fi and utilities included
AMENITIES
» 8 conference rooms
» Print/scan/copy room
» Break room
» Professionally staffed reception

An office community designed
for the modern world.

For leasing information:
KALEY TUCKER | 501.375.3200 | ktucker@kelleycp.com
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tarting a business can be costly, not to mention the
element of risk that comes with every startup. But
there are steps minority- and women-owned businesses
(MWOB) can take that improve chances for success.
Esperanza Massana-Crane is director of Minority And
Women-Owned Business Enterprise at the Arkansas Economic
Development Commission (AEDC). Miguel Lopez is senior
preneurship
vice president and minority outreach officer at Encore Bank.
They share a combined knowledge of what it takes to navigate
and thrive in today’s business world.

SOURCING CAPITAL IS KEY

A question minority- and women-owned business leaders
is often ask how they can obtain capital to start or grow their
business.
The AEDC’s Minority Loan Mobilization Guaranty Program
helps Arkansas state-certified minority- and women-owned
businesses with loan guarantees from $10,000 to $100,000 with
a guarantee up to 90%. The program is on hold because of
internal restructuring, but Massana-Crane says it will resume.
Lopez says the program functions as a Small Business
Association 7(a) loan, except it’s guaranteed by the AEDC
instead of the federal reserve.
“They’ve got a couple of products that are super effective
for the Black and Brown businesses,” Lopez says.

NETWORKING REALLY IS THAT IMPORTANT
The AEDC offers popular networking opportunities that
connect businesses within the state through industry and
trade associations, business after-hour events, conferences,
matchmaking events and LinkedIn groups.
“We want to make sure we increase the networking and
education opportunities for the audiences we serve and
connect the businesses we serve with available resources at the
Arkansas Economic Development Commission,” MassanaCrane says, “and with other agencies and organizations that are
working to add value to small businesses and entrepreneurs.”
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No matter what kind of business you’re in, hiring the right
person is essential.
“In my opinion, hiring people with high levels of
common sense, integrity, initiative and passion, will create an
environment of trust and empowerment, which will allow
everybody to ultimately benefit from personal and business
growth,” Massana-Crane says.

KAREN E. SEGRAVES PHOTO

5 Tips for Business Success

HIRE THE RIGHT PEOPLE FOR THE JOB

CERTIFY YOUR BUSINESS

Though it’s not a requirement, certified minority business
enterprises (CMBE) and certified women-owned business
enterprises (CWBE) enjoy several benefits such as notification
of opportunities to conduct business with state agencies,
notification of training events, workshops, networking events
and educational opportunities and an issuance of an official
CMBE or CWBE certificate.
“Certified businesses are listed in the state’s official online
directory as MWOBE and receive increased opportunity to sell
products and services to the state of Arkansas, thereby helping
them to grow,” Massana-Crane says.

KNOW THAT HELP IS OUT THERE

A variety of federal and state-led programs are at your
disposal to help you launch and grow your business. The
AEDC’s Minority and Women-Owned Business Enterprise
division can advise businesses on how to write a business plan,
obtain financing, register your business and more. The division
also sponsors and supports business workshops throughout
the year for entrepreneurs.					
							
							
							
		
Clockwise from top, left:
Heather Nelson, co-founder & president, Seal Solar;
Rhea Lana Riner, founder Rhea Lana's; Esperanza
Massana-Crane, marketing director, Arkansas
Economic Development Commission; (L-R) Leila
King, Kamiya Merrick, Helen Grace King, owners,
@The Corner; Carmen Portillo, owner,
Cocoa Belle Chocolates

KAREN E. SEGRAVES PHOTO

Minority and
Women-Owned
Expertise
preneurship
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Maira Campos
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Women and minority entrepreneurs
face unique challenges when seeking capital

preneurship

business needs money before it can ever start
making money.
That’s not an earth-shattering revelation. Any
entrepreneur will tell you that, unless you have
capital, your business is not a business, it’s just an idea.
For women- and minority-owned businesses, there have long
been roadblocks to traditional sources of capital. Institutional
prejudices, lack of confidence, information gaps, geography and
other factors have combined to keep good business ideas from
epreneurship
getting financial support.
Small businesses make up 99% of all establishments in
Arkansas and hire 48% of the local workforce, according to
a report prepared for the Winthrop Rockefeller Foundation
and Winrock International. Yet the data shows that in the past
three years, minority business owners in Arkansas applied for
lending at a “disproportionately lower” rate than white owners
and were denied at a higher rate.
In Arkansas, nearly 75% of minority entrepreneurs depend
on personal cash and resources for business financing
compared to 55% for white entrepreneurs. Women pursued
startup capital at a 10% lower rate than men,
despite the fact that Arkansas’ percentage of
women-owned businesses is 34%, compared
to the national 25%.
“Lack of access to startup capital to help
secure traditional financing is a common
issue,” says Hillis Schild, community
Schild
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development senior representative at Arvest
Bank. “Other reasons why traditional sources
of capital are not available are insufficient
collateral or equity in the business and
financial statements and records that do not
conform to Generally Accepted Accounting
Principles (GAAP).”
Lopez
Miguel Lopez, senior vice president and
chief community outreach officer for Encore
Bank, says minority entrepreneurs aren’t as likely to know
someone in banking as their white counterparts. Hispanic
families are often first generational, which can create an
entrepreneurial spirit, but they lack connections and also have
to deal with a language barrier.
“A lot of times they don’t know a banker. … They just think
‘That bank doesn’t want my business.’ They don’t know where
to start,” Lopez says.
Southern Bancorp CEO Darrin Williams says the challenges
run deep.
“From government sanctioned racism in the form of
redlining and the denial of asset building government
programs for people of color such as the GI Bill, to
chauvinistic practices that prevented women from taking
out business loans without male co-signers, these practices,
and many others, have had the effect of preventing these
communities from building wealth — which is one of the
greatest barriers to economic opportunity.”

WHERE TO LOOK
Entities like the Arkansas Small Business
and Technology Development Center
(ASBTDC), the Arkansas Economic
Development Commission (AEDC) and the
U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA)
offer a range of services and programs for
women and minority entrepreneurs trying
to find a source of capital that fits their
business.
“There are many organizations which
provide quality education and even microloan products from SBA,” Schild says.
She recommends small business support
organizations like the ASBTDC, the FORGE
Community Loan Fund, Communities
Unlimited, Alliance for Rural Impact and the
Women’s Foundation of Arkansas, which offer
support through technical advice, business
development training and/or loan products.
Edward Haddock, director of the Arkansas
District Office of the SBA, says a borrower
should sit down with a small business coach,
mentor or adviser to map out the best path for
their business.
“Visit with a SCORE mentor, schedule
a consulting session with one of the many

“From government
sanctioned racism
... to chauvinistic
practices that
prevented women
from taking out
business loans
without male cosigners, these
practices ... have
had the effect of
preventing these
communities from
building wealth.”
— Southern Bancorp
CEO Darrin Williams

ASBTDC centers, join a cohort with the AR
Women’s Business Center, or set your eyes
on a goal with The Conductor, all ready to
help guide a business through the process and
connect them to resources for capital.”
Community Development Financial
Institutions (CDFI) like Southern Bancorp
and private, boutique banks like Encore, go
into underbanked communities where there is
“a ton of business,” Lopez says.
Williams says there are a number of
resources available to connect a minority
or woman borrower with a CDFI. Those
include the CDFI Fund, the Community
Development Bankers Association (CDBA)
and the Opportunity Finance Network.
Lopez says at some point banks must
change, with diverse board memberships,
language options and a good-faith effort
to communicate with, and not talk at,
underserved communities. The best time to
visit a minority-friendly bank like Encore,
Lopez says, is long before you actually need
something, just to have a coffee and build a
relationship.
“The quintessential American dream is
upward mobility,” he says. “It’s really hard to
do that without a strong bank in your corner.”

Now, more than ever...

The Graduate Certificate in
Entrepreneurship
Open to anyone.
1-year program.
40+ startups founded.
$60 million raised.

entrepreneurship.uark.edu
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COVERAGE

YOU CAN COUNT ON

For more than 70 years, Arkansas Blue Cross and Blue Shield has provided healthcare financing solutions for
Arkansas employers of all sizes, serving their employees both here and nationwide with a card that opens doors in all
50 states. We're accepted by more than 90 percent of primary care doctors and top specialists, and trusted by more
Arkansans than any other health insurance provider. We provide peace of mind with coverage you can count on.

arkansasbluecross.com
00060.01.01-0421

Six Wellness Tips For
Improving Employee
And Company Health

F

or many Arkansas entrepreneurs, getting your small
business off the ground is a grind. Your laser focus on
the health of your company is good for growth but might
cause you to overlook the health of your employees (and yourself).
What is wellness?
Increasingly, people are interested in wellness. It is a $4.2
trillion market and growing. Wellness is the pursuit of healthy
habits, activities and lifestyle choices that result in better physical
and mental health. Company wellness programs operate with
the understanding that good employee health translates into
productivity.
It’s important for employers to create a workplace with wellness in
mind. Here are six wellness tips to help build a culture of good health.

1. Ask your employees
You employ a diverse group of people. At some point in past
employment some of them probably participated in a wellness
program, maybe one they really enjoyed. The best wellness ideas
may come from your employees. Take a poll. Send a survey. You
don’t have to implement all their ideas, but you may want to.

2. Bespoke wellness is best
Once size doesn’t fit all. Find a wellness program that can be
tailored for your unique population of people. Talk to your health
insurer about whether they can help you build a custom wellness
program for your employees.

SPONSORED CONTENT

3. Be inclusive
Not everyone wants to run a 50K endurance race. Don’t
make your first wellness promotion too challenging for people to
complete. The key goal is employee engagement, not creating a
stable of uber runners on your payroll. Choose activities in which
everyone can participate.

4. Consider incentives
Incentives can provide motivation for participation. Prizes can be
a Fitbit, smartwatch or other wearable item, healthy lunch delivery,
fitness memberships, PTO, gift cards and more. Participation is
usually better when there’s an incentive or prize.

5. Snack smarter
Sugary, processed food and drinks can cause fatigue, weight gain
and unhealthy employees. Replace your company’s sugary, processed
snacks with healthier options. Nuts, dark chocolate and fresh fruit
are good choices.

6. Think full health, always
Good mental health is an enormous part of the overall wellness
puzzle. Take a leadership position by removing stigma and talking
about good mental health. Promote group lunches or walks, yoga
and meditation, book clubs and more.

Wellness for the win
Your small business can make big gains with a smart wellness
program. Talk to your insurance carrier about implementing
wellness with your employees.
At Arkansas Blue Cross, our wellness coordinator is available to
help create a program for you. Visit healthbenefitinsight.com for
more employer health insurance insights and fill out our form to
learn more about wellness.

YOUR DREAM = OUR MISSION
Have a dream of starting a business? New ideas for the small business you own now?
 Connect with the Arkansas Small Business and
Technology Development Center to start a business,
grow your current business, or develop a tech-based
business. We have locations all over the state.
HOST INSTITUTIONS
University of Arkansas at Little Rock, Lead Center
Arkansas State University

Southern Arkansas University

Arkansas State University Mid-South*

University of Arkansas, Fayetteville

Arkansas State University-Mountain Home*

University of Arkansas at Fort Smith*

Arkansas Tech University

University of Arkansas at Monticello

Henderson State University

University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff*
*new in 2021
POWERED BY

The Arkansas Small Business and Technology Development Center is funded in part through a cooperative
agreement with the U.S. Small Business Administration through a partnership with the University of Arkansas
at Little Rock College of Business, Health, and Human Services and other institutions of higher education.
All ASBTDC programs are extended to the public on a non-discriminatory basis.

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS,
HEALTH, AND HUMAN SERVICES
University of ArkAnsAs At LittLe rock

READY, START, GROW!

WE BELIEVE

WE CAN HELP

WE WANT TO

your dream has growth
potential. Talk with us and get a
step-by-step plan to start your
business and a path to grow.

make your startup dream
come true. Let our team
of experts help you bring
your dream to life.

accelerate your growth.
Join our roster of clients
who exceeded their
business growth goals.

readystartgrow.org

Demystifying
Treasury
Management

T

he term Treasury Management means different things to
different people. If you asked multiple business owners
what it means to them, you would probably get multiple
answers. By definition, Treasury Management is the management
of a company’s liquidity with the goal of maximizing returns,
streamlining processes and mitigating financial and reputational
risk. In layman’s terms Treasury Management is the process
of speeding up receivables, slowing down payables, protecting
yourself from fraud and earning the largest return available on
your company’s excess cash.
No matter the shape or size of your business, all of these goals
are important to you as a business owner.
As a way to help their customers reach these goals, banks
developed and adopted solutions, technologies and entire
departments to help business customers, in essence, “manage
their treasury.” For the past several years, the big banks were the
only ones able to provide business customers Treasury
Management solutions.

Sense of community
For many community banks, the cost of acquiring talent and
technology was a barrier. While your businesses-lending needs
could be met by your local community bank, most business
customers could not have a one-stop shop because they had
to keep their deposit relationship with the larger banks to take
advantage of these services.
It is possible to find a community bank to manage your
entire banking relationship, both lending and depository. Your
business should search for a partner like Citizens Bank who
offers solutions, technologies and entire departments dedicated
to helping you manage and improve your company’s Treasury
Management process.

Small business friendly
Many small business owners think these solutions are only for
middle-market and corporate clients. This could not be further
from the truth. Small businesses and startups need these tools as
much if not more than larger companies.
When running a small business you constantly have to find
ways to grow without increasing expenses. Treasury Management
does just that, facilitating scalable growth through the adoption of
technology and streamlined processes with the intent of reducing
overhead costs over time.
Whether you have two employees or 2,000, it is possible to
find a partner with products and pricing to fit your needs. Our

SPONSORED CONTENT

“When running a small
business you constantly have
to find ways to grow your
business without increasing
your expenses. Treasury
Management does just that."
community banking experts can help you identify opportunities
and may even uncover some needs you didn’t know you had.
Anastasia Blaylock is senior vice president and director of
Treasury Management at Citizens Bank. For more information
contact beyondtreasurymanagement@thecitizensbank.net
or visit bit.ly/citizensbanktm.
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What to consider when seeking
investors or buyers for your company

epreneurship

NE OF THE PRIMARY REASONS STARTUPS FAIL IS ALSO ONE OF THE SIMPLEST —

THEY JUST PLAIN RUN OUT OF MONEY. Research conducted by the technology insights platform
CB Insights reveals that 29% of startup failures are because the business ran out of cash. It’s the second most
common reason behind no market need, which accounted for 42% of the failures.
Finding a willing investor can help a young company stave off financial woes until it can start turning a

measurable profit. But venture capitalists aren’t necessarily easy to find.

Around 82% of startup businesses are funded by the entrepreneur and/or family and friends.

What does it take to find someone willing to sink money into an enterprise and help turn it into a success? And when a

epreneurship

business is successful, what does it need to be doing in order to attract a buyer?

I NV ESTM ENT I NSI GHTS
About 50% of new businesses had failed by
their fifth year, pre-pandemic, so investors tend
to be cautious. If an entrepreneur has done their
homework and can demonstrate certain qualities
and strategies, there will be a better chance of a sale
or attracting investors.

that will purchase what a company is selling. Which means a
business has to have significant, perhaps regional, reach.
Competitive Advantage: Whatever you’re selling, there has
to be something distinctive about your product — affordability
or innovation — that sets it apart.
Devereux Dailey

Passionate Founders: The term “skin in the
game” reflects entrepreneurs who are so passionate about their
startup they invest in it themselves, which shows an investor they
have confidence in their product.
“It would mean that you have prepared and worked so hard
to launch this business that you have dug deep into your own
pockets to fuel the start of it,” says Arkansas Small Business and
Technology Development Center consultant Eileen Devereux
Dailey, “but that you realistically also know that if more is
invested in it, the better it will become and hence you seek out
investors/loans.”
Traction: An investor is going to be interested when the
product or service proves marketable and the ability to sell it is
demonstrated.
Market Size: There has to be a pool of customers out there
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Team: It’s not how big a company’s initial staff is, it’s whether
it has expertise, workable policies and procedures and the
collective know-how that allows leaders to delegate.
“You want a strong leadership team with a good amount
of background,” says Grace Rains, executive director of the
Central Arkansas Angel Network and operations director of The
Conductor in Conway. “It’s always great if they’ve had another
startup that’s been successful that they’ve gotten off the ground.”
Exit Strategy: Investors want to know how much,
and when, to invest and how much, and when, they
will get it back. Present a complete description; pro
forma financials like an income statement, balance
sheet and cash flow statement; a return investment
analysis, a sensitivity analysis that accounts for
variables and a cash source and uses report.
Rains
“Present a ‘To the Point’ Business plan, where you
not only describe the core concept of the business
but a marketing and operations strategy,” Devereux Dailey says.



B U Y IN G IN

Buyers aren’t looking at financial projections or models, they
can look at hard data to see if an existing business can survive
without its current owner, is profitable, has a strong brand,
guaranteed future revenues and no troubling issues.
Profitability: A saleable business needs to have a solid
bottom line and a realistic forecast of future growth. Do its
assets exceed liabilities and will revenues will cover financial
obligations?
“You want strong financials that are reasonable,” Rains says.
“If they’re saying they’re going to make crazy amounts of
money the first year, that’s a red flag.”
Market Position: Prospective buyers want to see products or
services distinct from the competition. Sustainable, ethically made
products and services matter, Devereux Dailey says.
“It’s no longer about just selling something someone needs.
It's about what is behind it, how it’s produced, what impact does

it have before, after and during its use to yourself, the planet and
the communities at large.”
Employees: Is the staff experienced, trusted, under contract?
These things represent continuity to a prospective buyer.
Customers: Buyers want an established customer base that
will stick around after the sale. Environmental awareness, health
precautions, buying local and social justice are today’s influencing
factors, Devereux Dailey says.
“These days the businesses also need to show that they care
by communicating how they are taking precautions against
COVID, not only to protect the customers but also their own
employees. And by being involved with the community, if you
have a business that is thriving make sure to bring the spotlight
to local causes or needs, like promoting #shopsmall, #shoplocal;
and again, by giving back.”
Additional sources: cbinsights.com, inc.com
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The Venture Center is the place
where entrepreneurs learn, connect,
and accelerate their businesses.

education
collaboration
acceleration
Join us at venturecenter.co.

A bank on a
mission to
grow small
business!

O ne of t he to p SBA len der s in Arkans as .
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K EI TH WI L L I AMS &
MI CH AEL H OWARD

Owners & Operators
MMK Trucking

vis it BankS outhern.com

Protect Your Who,
What And How
An Intellectual Property Strategy
For Your Growing Business

P

atents, trademarks and copyrights are all intangible assets
of intellectual creation that fall under the umbrella
of Intellectual Property (IP). IP is often a business’
most valuable asset because IP assets are what differentiate your
business from a competitor’s. Without properly protecting your IP,
it’s possible a competitor can use your hard work to gain their own
advantage. Having a proper IP strategy can reduce this risk and
offer you a means of preventing your competitors from using the
efforts of your own innovation.

Trademarks: Protect Who You Are Trademark
protection is about protecting the reputation you’ve built with
your consumers. Your business’ name, logo and the names of
your products and services, are all trademarks that are important
in building a well-recognized brand that consumers associate with
quality goods and services. Federal trademark protection provides
the most expansive rights and, without it, you risk others using your
name in markets where you aren’t currently operating. This can
severely limit your ability to grow into those markets in the future.

SPONSORED CONTENT

Patents: Protect What You Make A patent owner
has the right to exclude others from making, using or selling a
patented invention. Utility patents protect the functional aspect of
an invention, while a design patent protects ornamental features.
Utility patents can be leveraged by startups to protect the
functional components of a product or even a novel process,
including methods carried out by software to solve specific issues.
Design patents can protect user interfaces or ornamental design
features of an invention. The ability to exclude competitors from
offering software, for example, that performs the same function
or from designing an interface that looks like yours can yield big
returns if there is demand for what you offer.

Copyrights: Protect How You Express
Copyrights can protect the creative components of your business
or products, such as the written and visual content on your
website, promotional materials and even your source code. A
copyright owner has the exclusive rights to reproduce and make
copies of the protected material and, while registration is not
required, there are additional benefits of having a copyright
registration, including the right to sue for copyright infringement.
As you can see, different IP is relevant to different parts of
your business, and it’s more important than ever to effectively
manage your IP portfolio. IP is truly the backbone of many new
businesses, and a failure to protect that IP might be fatal to your
success. By protecting your IP and proactively addressing potential
IP ownership issues, you can eliminate that threat in the early
stages of your business.

Little Rock | Rogers | wlj.com
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Benefits
Building 101

What to consider when putting
together plans for employees
preneurship

sound company today is expected to offer a package
of perks and benefits in order to attract the best
talent. Prospective employees desire a range of
things designed to protect them financially — health care and
retirement plans — and stress reducing perks like flexible work
schedules or paid time off.
It remains to be seen how the COVID-19 pandemic will
affect the way people view benefits, but as new generations enter
a diverse workforce, priorities will change and a company must
preneurship
be nimble in what it offers.

HEALTHY CONCEPTS
Glenda Caton, a human resources consultant at Caton
Consultants in North Little Rock, says health care is always a
place to start.
“Obviously a fully insured or self-funded health plan
[is necessary],” Caton says, “and when you have your high
deductible health plan I always offer that as an option, along
with a health savings account because that is really the thing
right now, especially with the pandemic, that has become a really
great resource for things, outside of the pandemic.”
Caton noted the qualified small employer health
reimbursement arrangement (QSEHRA) or the individual
coverage health reimbursement arrangement (ICHRA). Both
let companies set allowances for employees to use on health
insurance policies and other medical
expenses.
If a small business qualifies, Caton says it
should enroll in the Small Business Health
Options Program (SHOP) to qualify for a
health care tax credit that could be worth
up to 50% of the costs paid for employee
Caton
premiums.
Awareness of employee mental health is
“huge right now,” Caton says, especially with the stresses of
the pandemic. Blue Cross Blue Shield and United Health Care
include versions of an employee assistance program (EAP) for
mental health without the additional cost.
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Basic dental
and vision should
be included, Caton says,
because they are usually low
cost.
“Don't forget the free benefits you can offer,
such as friendly workplace, flexible scheduling and open lines of
communication,” says Janell Morton director for the Arkansas
Small Business and Technolgy Development Center at Southern
Arkansas University.

WHAT’S NEW?

Pre-pandemic, before remote work became the
norm for many, flexible schedules and paid, even
unlimited, time off were trending with younger
employees who value their free time or have young
families.
Morton
“Younger adults are much more interested in
saving for retirement than in the past,” Morton
says. “Middle aged adults are becoming interested
in pursuing advanced degrees, making tuition
reimbursement more attractive to them.”
The 401(k) retirement plans are evolving, says
Sarah Catherine Gutierrez, founder, partner and
CEO of Aptus Financial. Younger employees want
Gutierrez
financial education and lower fees, which could result
in thousands in yearly savings, rather than a plan that
invests funds in hopes of outperforming the market.
“Now that we know that outsized returns are elusive, what
employers are looking for is the simpler investment lineups with
the lowest fees possible on the funds and in the entire retirement
plan,” Gutierrez says. “It’s less money going out of your
retirement account. That money stays in your account.”

GO FOR BROKERS
The most important thing a business owner should do is
to use a broker to work with health care and retirement plan
entities, Caton says.
It can can be a complicated process in which an owner might
never speak to the same representative twice. A broker working
for a percentage is working for you, Caton says, and they will
also conduct the explanatory benefits meetings for you.
“Don’t Google it. Consult an expert,” she says. “Let
somebody help you build out that plan. Explore your options.”

Choosing a Company
Credit Card Does Not
Have to Be Difficult

Little Rock Tech Park

D

ecisions abound for entrepreneurs and small business
owners. Prioritizing where to turn your attention can
often be overwhelming, but one choice that doesn’t
have to be difficult and should never be treated as an afterthought
is picking a business credit card.
The right business credit card can help you keep better track
of employee spending habits; allow you to become proactive,
rather than reactive when making purchasing decisions; and create
opportunities to save your business money.
How do you know what credit card is right for your business?
FAB&T offers these tips to help you sort through one of the most
important decisions you can make as an entrepreneur.

1. Track Your Spending
Identifying your consistent business expenditures is something
you should be doing anyway. By making an intentional effort
to examine where you are spending, you can pinpoint the type
of credit card you need. Like your business, each credit card is
unique. Do you need a card that rewards you for air travel or
hotel stays? Are you preparing for capital expenditures,
or do you often take clients out to dinner? Knowing where you
spend matters.

SPONSORED CONTENT

2. Treat Yourself
Pay attention to the benefits that come with each card. Beyond
the rewards points or the APR (annual percentage rate), look at
what additional benefits the card offers. Does your card include
discounts for entertainment? What about discounted business
payroll, tax or accounting software? Is there an option that provides
extra protection for company cell phones? Car rental insurance?
Here’s where the right card can SAVE your business money.

3. Know the Numbers
Some business credit cards can cause sticker shock when you
get that first glimpse of the annual fee. But it’s important to note
that higher annual fees often accompany better rewards and
benefits that can help you cut expenses elsewhere.
If you frequently make purchases outside of the United
States, be sure to choose a credit card that doesn’t add on costly
international fees. If you are likely to carry a balance and not
pay debts monthly, the APR is the most important number to
consider. Interest rates can compound quickly.

4. Get Personal
Your personal credit score likely matters when choosing a
commercial credit card option. Depending on your corporate
structure and business size, you could be asked to personally
guarantee your company cards.
Likewise, it’s important to keep in mind that how you use your
business card can affect your personal credit score. If you know
your personal spending habits can be undisciplined, look for a
card that acts as a money management partner, helping you track
spending and your company’s overall financial picture.

600 W MAIN STREET, JACKSONVILLE, AR 72076
(800) 982-4511 / FABANDT.BANK
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Experts

say executives should not ignore their
own mental health while caring for their employees

ost individual and small group health insurance
plans that companies offer their employees
are now required to cover mental health and
substance abuse disorder services. But while trying to
provide care options for the staff, business owners can
often neglect themselves. Mental health professionals in
Arkansas discuss the importance of self care and assistance
epreneurship
for executives.

Q: Why is it important for executives and
business leaders to care about and seek help
for their mental health?
MARTY SKRIVANOS, Compassionate
Counseling Arkansas: Stress isn’t immune

to executives. And since leaders have some added
responsibilities, it is potentially more important that they
are taking care of their mental health in order to lead more
effectively and efficiently.

BRUCE TRIMBLE, The BridgeWay: The pandemic

SKRIVANOS: Stress and pressure from the day to day

tends to lead to an unbalanced life that then can lead to
choices that are not the healthiest and most beneficial.
Specifically managing people and schedules, time, deadlines
and expectations are all work related factors.

YOUNG: Often subordinates can put the leader on a

pedestal and even hide or ignore behaviors that are warning
signs for increased substance abuse or mental illness in
leaders. Also, leaders themselves often are concerned about
appearing vulnerable or are too protective of their position
and privacy and therefore delay recognition and treatment
of symptoms.

TRIMBLE: Many employers have been trained in

recognizing the signs of mental health disorders, and here
are a few to watch for: changes in work habits, changes
in physical appearance, changes in demeanor, increased
absenteeism or tardiness, outbursts and mood swings and
seeming withdrawn or avoiding interaction.

KEN CLARK, Chenal Family Therapy:

difficulty at work, lack of focus, lack of sleep, changes in
appearance, mood changes and decreases in punctuality (as
well as many other factors) is a central initial step to taking
steps towards improving mental health.

MAGGIE YOUNG, Southwest EAP: When

executives and business leaders face mental health issues,
the negative impacts are very wide-ranging — affecting
not only themselves, their family and friends, but also their
colleagues, customers and the overall community.

ARKANSASBUSINESS.COM/VENTURE
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Q: How can executives become more aware
of their own mental health symptoms?

negatively impacted the mental health of Americans. In a
2020 survey conducted by Universal Health Services, The
BridgeWay’s parent company, 62% of American adults
reported increased stress, anxiety, and/or depression.
These additional stressors have undermined the
productivity of employees.

Entrepreneurs and C-Suite leadership are in a uniquely
isolating position. Though they're in a position envied by
many, they often lack safe people to process the unique
pressures of their role with. This can lead to increased fear
and anxiety, which puts them in survival mode, limiting
their ability to creatively lead and contribute to a healthy
company culture.
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Q: What work related factors can negatively
impact an executive’s mental health?

Trimble

YOUNG: Becoming aware of signs including general

Q: What is/are the risks for a company
leader who ignores warning signs of a
mental health condition?

Clark

TRIMBLE: As with any mental illness, suicidal or

homicidal thoughts are risks associated with not taking
heed of warning signs.

CLARK: The biggest thing I encounter is unhealthy

coping mechanisms like substance use, anger management
and poor boundary issues with those they work with.

Young

Q: What are barriers to treatment for executives?
SKRIVANOS: They think that since they are in charge, they

don’t have time or that those issues are not relevant or that they are
expected to have it all together and getting help is somehow a sign
of weakness or that they are not good enough.

TRIMBLE: There are four potential barriers to treatment:

financial barriers to mental health care, lack of mental health
professionals, lack of mental health education and awareness
and the social stigma of mental health conditions. While each
circumstance is unique, I believe that stigma is the greatest barrier
to people seeking mental health treatment.

Q: What are some mental health practices execs
can incorporate into their daily lives?
SKRIVANOS: Build into the schedule at least 10 minutes per

day for self care. Make it a priority to slow down. Stretch, change
of scenery, physical activity, journaling are all small things that can
help slow down and take a respite from the stress and pressure.

CLARK: I'm a big fan of "squared breathing" and teach it to all

kinds of high performers. All you need to do to enact this is pick a
regular time per day and do four cycles of the following — breathe
in through your nose for four seconds, hold it for four seconds,
blow it out through your mouth for four seconds and hold empty
for four seconds. Do that four times. It's a game changer.

Q: What privacy reassurances are there for
executives who want to seek help for a mental
health condition?

SKRIVANOS: HIPAA policies give privileged communication

for everyone. This means that everything is confidential just like in
their doctor’s office.

YOUNG: Employee Assistance Programs (EAPs) are all fully

bound by rules of confidentiality and privacy to enable leaders to
work through their challenges with no risk of unwanted disclosure.
An effective EAP will also work to ensure that the individuals
receiving treatment are able, if at all possible, to continue
performing in their job roles while improving their mental health.

ARKANSASBUSINESS.COM/VENTURE
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Lessons from the
for surviving
the next downturn

repreneurship
coronavirus

o business owner could have predicted a global
pandemic. Predicting some kind of disaster is
another story. One of the biggest lessons the
coronavirus may have presented was that an
owner should always be prepared for something to come along
and threaten the bottom line.
Whether it’s global events affecting supply and demand,
repreneurship
economic recession, natural disaster, disability or another
pandemic, owners should be ready for an unexpected
emergency that stops them from normally operating a business
and producing income.
Eileen Devereux Dailey, business consultant with the
Arkansas Small Business and Technology Development
Center, says a handful of variables can affect whether a business
survives the next sudden downturn or fails because of it.
The right insurance, a cash reserve and the technology to
stay in touch with a customer base and provide accounting and
online sales are factors that can make all the difference. Three
basic steps can help a business achieve the proper level of
preparedness, Devereux Dailey says.
She says businesses had to do three main things to remain
open during the pandemic.
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“Switch from normal operation to the next best thing to
continue making some sales,” Devereux Dailey says.
Restaurants went to curbside service and takeout orders
to stay open. Retail stores shifted to online sales. Some local
businesses used their resources and inventiveness to create
new products, like the hand sanitizer produced by Rock Town
Distillery.
If there is a way to stay open, find it.
Popular Little Rock diner @ The Corner owners Leila King,
Helen Grace King and Kamiya Merrick lost their dine-in
customers when sit-down dining was curtailed as a COVID-19
precaution. They shut their doors, but only briefly as they retooled, first with curbside service and takeout.
After restaurants were allowed to reopen, the owners chose
to offer outdoor dining only. It was more complicated and
expensive, but also safer, and each day the staff set out tables,
chairs, tents, trashcans, sani stations, umbrellas, the ordering
station, menu boards and, in colder weather, heaters. At the end
of the day everything was brought back inside.
“We have continued to tread water, constantly inventing and
reinventing our restaurant,” Helen Grace King says.

BE ONLINE

HAVE FINANCIAL INFORMATION IN ORDER

It may be seen as a top-heavy bureaucracy, but in a crisis like
the COVID-19 pandemic the government has proved it can
crank up the machinery to provide assistance.
The problem is, the government is a bureaucracy, and that
means there will be forms to fill in and information to provide.
From debits to credits, know what your numbers are and have
the information readily available.
“Businesses were given the opportunity to apply for grants
and other emergency funds only if you were able to prove what
your business expenses and sales were prior to the pandemic,”
Devereux Dailey says. “And it was painful to watch how many of
our small businesses were far from having these key data readily
available, missing out on receiving financial aid.”
Edward Haddock, Arkansas district director for the U.S. Small
Business Administration, said poor, or informal record-keeping
caused outsized pain for a number of businesses, whether
established or starting up, during the pandemic.
“One thing that COVID really uncovered about a lot of our
small businesses, including the minority owned businesses, is
that a lack of formalization of small businesses record keeping
in general has, and will, negatively impact your chances to attain
capital,” he said. “Record keeping is a foundation that every
business must undertake to gain access to capital.”

As bad as it has been for political discourse, social media can
be good for a business weathering a financial storm.
Reminding the public that you’re out there and still open is
one of the most important things a business can do during a
downturn.
Using its online resources, the @ The Corner owners devised
The Cinnamon Roll It Forward Campaign in which the diner
connected its online community with hospitals, doctors, nurses
and hospital security officers and maintenance workers. The
community purchased cinnamon rolls and paid it forward
to hospitals (and eventually schools, nursing homes, offices,
pharmacies and more).
The tragedy is that more small businesses did not maintain
an online presence to stay connected with their customer bases,
Devereux Dailey says.
“Plenty of small businesses did not have a website or a
social media following to stay in touch with their clients and
inform them about their new business operation,” she says,
“whether they would remain open and how would they be
able to continue offering their services, whether they were
being safe by implementing all the necessary precautions
against COVID, and most importantly to potentially find new
customers.”
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We know there’s no such thing as
overnight success.
At Simmons Bank, we believe true success can take
a lifetime to build. That’s why we’ve been helping our
customers make their financial dreams come true for
more than 100 years. How can we help you and your
business grow? Learn more at simmonsbank.com.
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A business begins with a good idea, but it takes much more to turn
it into a reality. An entrepreneur must make a range of decisions
governing everything from financing to office space, but there
is no time like now to take the first steps toward setting up shop.

preneurship

preneurship
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Misti Staley
CEO / Staley House LLC
Creator of the FreeArm Tube Feeding Assistant
MIKE KEMP PHOTO

A

tlanta native and Rome (Georgia) Shorter College graduate Misti Staley had always seen
herself as an entrepreneur, teaching after-school art classes, conducting workshops,
working as a mural artist and running the Airbnb she owned with her husband Will,
a native Arkansan. A Fine Arts major with a minor in Business, she admits starting a medical
company was daunting. Motivated by a family tragedy, with help from the Arkansas Small Business
and Technology Development Center and the Delta-I fund at Winrock International, the couple
has developed their business into a regional presence.

What inspired you to start your own business? Our son, Freeman Ellis Staley, was born
April 25, 2015. We spent 3 1/2 months in the Arkansas Children’s NICU in Little Rock, spending
every day by his side cheering him on. Freeman was discharged with a g-tube (a feeding port
surgically placed in his tummy) and at-home oxygen. While home, we were overwhelmed with
tube feeding Freeman. … We needed a helping hand, so we created one — the FreeArm. After
five hard but wonderful weeks at home, Freeman’s breathing became labored and we returned
to the hospital with Freeman for a chest X-ray. We spent another long five months in the PICU
before Freeman lost his battle with pulmonary hypertension at 10 months old. It has been five
years since we lost Freeman. We are happy to continue Freeman’s love through the FreeArm,
making IV infusions, bolus and pump feeding easier for families and hospital staff around the
world.
How has the business/industry changed since you started? We launched FreeArm
in November, 2018. In 2019 we aimed to sell directly to families via freearmcare.com and build
our social media following. 2020's plans consisted of asking more hospitals and at-home supply
companies (DMEs) to begin carrying and supplying the FreeArm to their patients, but COVID
brought everything to a standstill. Staley House was not the only business unable to approach
hospitals and DMEs, this drastically changed the look of business for so many in our field and
beyond. Although COVID is not over, more and more hospitals and DMEs are beginning to
reach out and are becoming more available for talks about new and innovative products for their
patients.
What is the No. 1 lesson you have learned since you began? You are going to feel like
you have no idea what you are doing, but don't give up.
Describe life as an entrepreneur in one word: Fulfilling.
How does someone turn an idea into a reality? Ask tons of questions, all the time. Start
with customer discovery. Make sure that others are having the same pain point with the problem
that you are solving for. Then put one foot in front of the other, asking questions to mentors and
experts as you go.
If you were starting over today, what would you do differently? I have learned so
much on the path that FreeArm has led me down, I'm not sure that I would change anything. It's
very humbling to start a business. I have strengths in some areas and other tasks are not my strong
suit. It strengthens me to learn what I can in all parts of building a business and then gradually
hire amazing people who can do each of those jobs wonderfully as we form a team.
What advice would you give someone thinking of starting their own business?
Develop your story. How are you helping? How are you making life easier for others? Keep that
first, and then work your butt off to make it happen.

ARKANSASBUSINESS.COM/VENTURE
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Latanyua
Taylor
preneurship
Robinson
President & Founder / LaTrobe LLC

fter living in Pennsylvania and putting in 25 years in
industrial manufacturing, Latanyua Taylor Robinson
returned to the mid-South and began a Marion-based
consulting business with a focus on capacity building and
advanced manufacturing. That grew into workforce development
stressing empowerment through education, work experience and
epreneurship
entrepreneurship. In 2019, LaTrobe opened a last-mile delivery
service and now has a system model of employees who become
entrepreneurs who become employers.
What inspired you to start your own business? In 2009, a
reduction-in-forces (RIF) allowed me to recognize that as a wife
and mother, my corporate work-life balance was out of control.
... I wanted more meaningful work in sustaining the middle class
economy. Daily, I passed a sign welcoming me to Latrobe. It
dawned on me that God sent us to Pennsylvania so that I could
hear His voice and understand His vision for my life. This became
the inspiration for LaTrobe (LAtanyua T. ROBinson).
How has the business/industry changed since you
started? Let’s focus on how COVID-19 dramatically changed
the last-mile delivery industry. … Now every facet of the
economy has to have a strategy for getting products to customers.
Most technologies are laser focused on optimizing algorithms
of the planned routes, but what about the people making the
deliveries? Developing better employees for our LaTrobe delivery
service partner forced us to consider innovative methods for
behavioral modification and the teaching of essential skills for our
drivers.
What is the No. 1 lesson you have learned since
you began? You cannot grow the business if you are the
business. LaTrobe started with project-driven consulting gigs.
As I grew and was able to add to the team, my contacts wanted
to hire Latanyua as opposed to the talent I was developing at
LaTrobe. Without a transactional product or service, we were
limited in growth by the available hours on my calendar. So, in
order to scale, I intentionally sought challenges that utilized my
transferable leadership skills. I leveraged that confidence to launch
the DSP operation.
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Describe life as an entrepreneur in one word: Enabler.
How does someone turn an idea into a reality? Start
where you are with what you have. Work on the concept a little
bit every day, finding ways to engage others about the possibilities.
When I first started LaTrobe, the idea was to match local
manufacturing talent with local manufacturers. … My ideas were
not always commercially viable, nor profitable, because the first
question often asked was “who pays for the information?” It took
patience to transform from a database to an app.
If you were starting over today, what would you do
differently? I definitely would not have walked away from a sixfigure salary into the unknown uncertainties of the gig economy.
… The key lessons learned are based on knowing how to scale
through adjacent revenue streams: We needed a transactional
business earlier that we could scale up and down with the
economy to offset our longer-termed, project-based contracts.
What advice would you give someone thinking of
starting their own business? Go for it. … You do not have
to be an original, but you do have to have a secret ingredient that
makes your product or service stand out among the competition
for the audience you are purposed to serve. Be open to the
evolution of starting and growing a business.

Rachel Sims Miller
Co-founder and COO of SKN at Franks Dermatology
Co-owner of Miller Marsh Cosmetics

C

onway native Rachel Sims Miller became interested in
aesthetics early in her nursing career, after earning a
degree in dietetics at Ouachita Baptist University and her
nursing degree at the University of Central Arkansas. She wanted
to do something that would make a difference in people’s lives
and saw how a small change could improve a person’s confidence.
She partnered with Dr. Hayden Franks to open SKN at Franks
Dermatology, then realized a need for medical grade skincare and
partnered with pharmacist Brittany Marsh to open skincare line
Miller Marsh Cosmetics.
What inspired you to start your own business? I took a
leap of faith and left a job that I was unhappy in to start over and
build up a successful business the way I wanted to.
How has the business/industry changed since you
started? When I first started out, cosmetic treatments served
more as a way to reverse the signs of aging, but over the years I
have seen the same treatments being used by younger patients as
a preventative measure to tweak their appearance and stop the
aging process. Social media, selfies and Zoom meetings have also
made people more aware of their appearance and more aware of
the options available and the importance of preventative care.
What is the No. 1 lesson you have learned since you
began? Starting a business and growing a business takes a lot of
time, energy, and hard work. It is easy to get caught up in the stress
and going a mile a minute. It is important to make sure you take
the time to do it right and do it well. If you go too hard or too fast
you run the risk of burning out quickly. There will be many late
night work hours and weekends spent working, but it is equally as
important to make sure to take time for yourself as well.
Describe life as an entrepreneur in one word:
Rewarding.
How does someone turn an idea into a reality? It takes
a lot of hard work and sacrifice. You have to invest your whole
being into bringing your idea to life. You also have to believe in
yourself and be passionate about what you want to accomplish.
Although it is a lot of focus, hard work, and sacrifice the rewards
are tenfold.
If you were starting over today, what would you do
differently? It took years for me to feel confident enough to
initiate the process of starting both businesses. If I had known
that no amount of time would have made me feel ready for
this, then I would have started the process sooner. It is a scary
adventure starting a business from the ground up and you are
never fully ready.
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What advice would you give someone thinking of
starting their own business? You have to be passionate
about what you are doing and you have to be willing to put the
hard work and sacrifice into it. It can't just be something you get
paid to do, you have to truly love what you do and pour your
heart into it. You have to take the time to nurture not only your
patients and clients, but also your business.
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Jordan Wright
Owner / Wright’s Barbecue

preneurship

ittle Rock native and University of Arkansas
graduate Jordan Wright always had a taste
for smoked meats, dining out and enjoying a
welcoming atmosphere. He left a corporate job with
Tyson to open Wright’s Barbecue, in Fayetteville and
Bentonville, offering authentic, hand-crafted barbecue
in a laid-back setting that includes an outdoor patio.

What inspired you to start your own business?
I saw what others had done and once I had a real
business plan the thought became “If I do it and fail
I’ll be a lot happier than if I don’t and never find out
preneurship
if I had what it took.” Basically fear of regret was
bigger than my fear of failure.
How has the business/industry changed since
you started? Restaurants are moving towards less
interactions with guests, whether that be mobile
ordering or home delivery.
What is the No. 1 lesson you have learned
since you began? You can’t do it alone.
Describe life as an entrepreneur in one word:
Change.
How does someone turn an idea into a
reality? Go open a bank account and start an LLC.
And get to work. Until you do those things it’s just
an idea.
If you were starting over today, what would
you do differently? Be more aggressive on
infrastructure investment earlier.

Who is the most important person to hire first
when starting a business? Yourself.
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What advice would you give someone
thinking of starting their own business?
Be confident that you are doing what you are called
to do. If you can’t look at yourself in the mirror and
say this is what I’m supposed to do then you should
keep planning.
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Arkansas Blue Cross
& Blue Shield — Little Rock

320 W. Capitol Ave.
Little Rock
Phone: (800) 605-8301
Customer Service: (800) 238-8379
Website: arkansasbluecross.com
Arkansas Blue Cross & Blue Shield
operates throughout Arkansas, including
locations in Fayetteville, Fort Smith,
Hot Springs, Jonesboro, Pine Bluff and
Texarkana. Specific location information
can be found at arkansasbluecross.com.

epreneurship

Arkansas Capital Corporation —
Fayetteville
2928 N. McKee Circle, Suite 113
Fayetteville
Phone: (800) 705-9295
Website: arcapital.com

epreneurship

Arkansas Capital Corporation —
Little Rock
200 River Market Ave., Suite 400
Little Rock
Phone: (800) 216-7237
Website: arcapital.com

Arkansas Economic
Development Commission
1 Commerce Way, Suite 601
Little Rock
Phone: (800) ARKANSAS
Website: arkansasedc.com

Arkansas Secretary of State

Executive Office State Capitol, Suite 256
500 Woodlane Ave.
Little Rock
Phone: (501) 682-1010
Website: sos.arkansas.gov

Arkansas Small Business and
Technology Development Center

Lead Center
2801 S. University Ave.
Little Rock
Phone: (501) 683-7700 | (800) 862-2040
Email: leadcenter@asbtdc.org
Website: asbtdc.org
The Arkansas Small Business and
Technology Development Center
operates throughout Arkansas with
locations in Arkadelphia, Fayetteville, Fort
Smith, Hot Springs, Jonesboro, Magnolia,
Monticello and Russellville. For specific
location information visit asbtdc.org.
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“Across the state, SBA funds several options to help
every entrepreneur or small business owner start
or grow their business.”

— U.S. Small Business Administration Arkansas District Director Edward Haddock

Centennial Bank —
Corporate Headquarters

620 Chestnut St.
Conway
Phone: (501) 328-4663
Website: my100bank.com
Centennial Bank operates throughout
Arkansas, including locations in
Bentonville, Conway, Fayetteville, Fort
Smith, Jonesboro and Little Rock.
Specific location information can be
found at my100bank.com.

Citizens Bank Corporate Headquarters

655 St. Louis St.
Batesville
Phone: (870) 793-4441
Telephone Banking: (855) 222-8225
Website: thecitizensbank.net

Citizens Bank - Little Rock

8000 Cantrell Road
Little Rock
Phone: (870) 793-4441
Telephone Banking: (855) 222-8225
Website: thecitizensbank.net

Delta Dental of Arkansas
1513 Country Club Road
Sherwood
Phone: (800) 462-5410
Website: deltadentalar.com

FAB&T

600 W. Main St.
Jacksonville
Phone: (800) 982-4511
Website: fabandt.bank
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FNBC Bank Main Office
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636 Ash Flat Drive
Ash Flat
Phone: (870) 994-2311
Website: fnbc.us
FNBC operates throughout Arkansas,
including locations in Batesville, Cherokee
Village, Hardy, Highland, Horseshoe Bend,
Jonesboro , Mammoth Spring, Melbourne,
Mountain Home and Salem. Specific location
information can be found at fnbc.us.

Kelley Commercial Partners

Guide to Small Business and Entrepreneurship

4100 Corporate Center Drive, Suite 101
Springdale
Phone: (479) 443-8002
Website: kelleycommercialpartners.com

Office of Entrepreneurship and
Guide
Innovation, University of Arkansas
123 W. Mountain St.
Fayetteville
Phone: (479) 575-7347
Website: entrepreneurship.uark.edu
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QualChoice

1001 Technology Drive, Suite 401
Little Rock
Phone: (800) 235-7111
Website: qualchoice.com

Simmons Bank

501 Main St.
Pine Bluff
Phone: (870) 541-1000
Website: simmonsbank.com
Simmons Bank operates throughout
Arkansas with commercial lenders located
in markets including Conway, El Dorado,
Jonesboro, Little Rock, Monticello, Pine Bluff,
Russellville and Searcy. Specific location
information can be found at simmonsbank.
com.

Venture Center

417 Main St.
Little Rock
Phone: (501) 404-9875
Email: founders@venturecenter.com
Website: venturecenter.co

Wright Lindsey Jennings —

Guide to Small Business and Entrepreneurship
Little Rock

425 W. Capitol Ave., Suite 300
Little Rock
Phone: (501) 375-3200
Website: kelleycommercialpartners.com

Kelley Commercial Partners
Northwest
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Southern Bancorp

400 Hardin Road, Suite 100
Little Rock
Phone: (501) 372-4201
Website: banksouthern.com
Southern Bancorp operates throughout
Arkansas with branches located in
markets including Arkadelphia, El Dorado,
Fayetteville, Helena, Hot Springs and Marvell.

200 W. Capitol Ave., Suite 2300
Little Rock
Phone: (501) 371-0808
Website: wlj.com

Wright Lindsey Jennings — Rogers
3333 Pinnacle Hills Parkway, Suite 510
Rogers
Phone: (479) 986-0888
Website: wlj.com

U.S. Small Business Administration

to Small Business and Entrepreneurship
Arkansas District Office

2120 Riverfront Drive, Suite 250
Little Rock
Phone: (501) 324-7379
Website: sba.gov/offices/district/ar/little-rock

Small Business,
Big Dreams
Centennial Bank offers a variety of SBA* and USDA** lending options to grow your small business.
Contact us today to learn more about the small business financing options that are right for you.
All loans are subject to credit and property approval.*SBA Advantage Loan Program has up to 25 year terms (15 or more has a
3 year prepayment penalty) **USDA B&I Program has up to 30 year terms (real estate has a 5 year prepayment penalty)

My100Bank.com / A Home BancShares Company

